Model-Based 3D object recognition systems have a variety of potential applications, but widespread use of such systems has not occurred, due to a number of factors including the representational limitations of models. This has led to systems that recognize objects of free-form shape. The system described in this paper recognizes such free-form objects in dense range data acquired by a structured light rangefinder. Images and object models are represented as a network of salient segments which are then brought into correspondence until a reliable pose estimate is available. Experiments with a database of images and object models highlight the contributions of this system.
Introduction
The recognition of free-form objects in dense range data has received attention from researchers for over ten years. In this paper, we will describe a system that performs such recognition in multiple-object scenes with occlusion (Fig 1) . This more generalized vision problem is related to the bin-picking problem 8 , where a robot has to identify the location and pose of the next part to be assembled from a bin of parts. Typically the bin-picking solutions assume only one type of part can be located in a bin, while we do not make this assumption.
In these complex environments the following problems can occur:
• Ambiguous segmentation of the image into homogeneous object regions, where the region should contain pixels from just one object.
• The information present about the object does not differentiate it from other objects.
• There may be many interpretations of the pixels in the image.
To handle these problems we will be using information gathered about the objects to limit the number of interpretations, while trying to extract the salient information. Many objects have very similar shapes, at least locally. This problem can make finding a salient local feature description hard, if not impossible, in a large object database. Instead of investigating yet another local feature representation, we will use a weak correspondence measure in conjunction with a structurally based hypothesis generation technique. The spatial distribution of highly curved regions in our model database can serve to distinguish among different objects: sharp creases, ridges, pits and peaks form landmarks that will be useful for recognition. The local characteristics of these highly curved regions may be similar to highly curved regions on other objects, or on other locations on the same object. Because of this, simply finding a highly curved region will not generally be informative enough. Therefore, we will use the spatial relationships among these highly curved regions to identify possible objects and their locations.
Summary of Technique
This section gives a brief summary of our new recognition technique. The summary includes the same notation introduced in the sections describing each part of the technique. Listed below is a summary of the important ideas and techniques used in our recognition strategy:
(1) Segmentation (Section 3) 
Segmentation
We segment the surfaces to limit search regions and to capture the geometric structure of the objects in our database. We wish to exploit features based on the freeform shape of our objects to differentiate the models from one another. In the past, it has been claimed that applying segmentation to the free-form matching problem is problematic at best, because of the lack of clearly defined and stable boundaries to the segments 3 ; (also see the discussion surrounding Figure 2 ). In recent work by Srikantiah 14 it has been noted that by using homogeneity criterion based on consistency in mean and Gaussian curvature, a reliable range image segmentation can be found. This technique does not utilize predetermined decision regions on the mean and Gaussian curvature values; rather, it allows the algorithm to search through the data and determine connected regions containing pixels whose mean and/or Gaussian curvatures largely agree within some criterion of homogeneity. In addition to the homogeneity criterion, they ranked the recovered segments based on reliability and surface area to produce a hierarchy used in a region merging routine to absorb small (noise) segments into the much more reliable neighboring segments. The method has proven through experimentation to be fairly invariant to noise and surface quantization errors inherent in surface digitization.
In our work, the perceived drawbacks of using segmentation for free-form recognition are addressed by considering a clearly defined criterion for segmentation with an understanding that the segmentation results are likely to be imperfect. The segments and sub-segments are used to prune the search in the hypothesis generation and verification routines in our prototype recognition system. The homogeneity criterion for our segments will find connected regions where the surface is changing shape rapidly. These highly curved regions will be further divided based on a coarse shape classification into three basic classes (convex, saddle, or concave). This will produce three types of high curvature segments.
Curvature
To find the regions of interest for our segments we use surface curvature. The estimation of surface curvature from range data is prone to errors due to the amplification of noise in the application of the derivative operator. To combat the noise problem two techniques are typically applied in the literature 6 :
(1) the data are smoothed to lessen the effect of noise in the measurement, or (2) or the data are fit to a known surface model whose derivatives can be found using a closed form solution.
Another problem in estimating surface curvature is the loss of locality of the surface measure, due to the larger region of support created in the smoothing or fitting process.
In this document we use surface fitting to estimate surface curvature for both the range images and for the polyhedral mesh CAD models that form our object database. The method developed by Flynn and Jain 6 uses the following steps to estimate curvature:
• A neighborhood of data Ω p around the point of interest p is defined;
• the data in Ω p is centered to place p at the origin;
• the local tangent plane T p to Ω p is obtained, which defines a local coordinate system defined by the normal to the tangent plane and two orthogonal vectors in the plane; • a bicubic surface is fit to the neighborhood of points in Ω p ; and • the surface curvature at the point p is obtained from the coefficients of the fitted surface.
The tangent plane T p is defined as the plane that best fits the neighborhood of points Ω p (i.e., minimizes least squares perpendicular error). The planar fit is calculated using principal component analysis to find the directions of least and most variation in the data. The direction with the least variance defines the normal to the tangent plane T P for the data. The other principal components lie in the tangent plane and define an orthonormal coordinate system for p. Denote the coordinate system by { v x , v y , N} where v x and v y lie in the tangent plane and N estimates the surface normal direction at p. The normal estimated from principal component analysis could be pointing inside the object depending on the location of the data with respect to the object or image coordinate system. To resolve the ambiguity we will be using the vertex normal estimates obtained from the polygonal meshes representing the range image or the model. In the polygonal mesh representation the vertices of the mesh are ordered to indicate which side of the polygonal faces are inside the object and which are outside. This allows us to flip the inward facing normal estimates to obtain outward facing surface normals.
The points in Ω p are then projected into the new coordinate system { v x , v y , N} where the new z direction aligns with the surface normal at the point. Denote the projected points as (x , y , z ). Then the projected neighborhood of points are fit to a bicubic surface z = f (x , y ) = a 1 x 3 +a 2 x 2 y+a 3 x y 2 +a 4 y 3 +a 5 x 2 +a 6 x y +a 7 y 2 +a 8 x +a 9 y +a 10 using a least squares solution. To calculate the least squares solution we use linear algebra routines from the CLapack software library 1 . The coefficients of the fit are used to estimate the principal curvatures κ 1 and κ 2 and their corresponding directions κ 1 and κ 2 :
and the the formulas for mean and Gaussian curvature become:
The principal curvatures and directions are reordered based on magnitude so that |κ 1 | ≥ |κ 2 |. Then the shape index S and curvedness C (Koenderink 10 are then calculated at p using:
Shape Table 1 . Classification of surface shape using Shape Index SI.
Dorai and Jain 5 accumulated these measures into a histogram to develop an object recognition system employing global shape information. Figure 2 shows the output of this curvature estimation technique on the cow polygonal mesh model. In Figure 2 (b) the curvedness image of the cow, the intensity of the gray shade indicates the strength of the surface change. In Figure 2 (c) the shape index visualization of the cow is more complex. Here the colors identify surface class. The classes are listed in Table 1 .
Curvature is estimated at every vertex of the polygonal mesh models in our database. At each vertex, concentric "rings" of vertices surrounding it are gathered until a sufficient amount of the model's surface has been captured. In our experiments and for our models we will fit a bicubic surface patch to those points within 7mm of the point of interest. For range images, the data in the image are converted to a polygonal mesh, then the same routines are used. For the range image mesh the pixels (vertices) near the borders (object boundaries) are unreliable for curvature estimation; hence, we erode the boundary prior to initial curvature estimation 7 .
Segmentation Technique
The shape index depiction (Figure 2 (c) ) of the cow shows some of the reasons why segmentation has not often been used to develop description of free-form surfaces. In the figure, many small spurious regions can be seen; these arise from errors in the estimation of surface curvature and noise in the placement of the vertices in the mesh model. The boundaries of the regions are also rather jagged (due to the discrete nature of the mesh model) and small variations in the shape index occur near the decision boundaries between classes. If a precise surface model of the cow were known, the location of these boundaries could be quite different.
We have noticed that the reliability of shape classification decreases in regions of slow surface change. In these regions, surface measurement noise can dramatically influence the estimation of the surface type through curvature. Consider, for example, using a range sensor to image a plane. Theoretically, the curvature of the surface should be zero and the shape index should be undefined, but in practice the curvature values are small (as a result of the noise) and the shape index is defined, but unreliable. Such regions generally are low in saliency, although the relationship between these regions can be a strong descriptor 14 . We propose a segmentation system that avoids these slow changing surface regions and focuses on the quickly changing regions (Figure 3(a) ). In these regions the classification of surface shape is less affected by noise, while structurally interesting regions are captured and exploited for recognition.
Another aspect of any segmentation system (in addition to its reliability) is whether the segments are useful for the task at hand (in our case, recognition). Furthermore, the distribution and structure of these landmarks provide a descriptive model for each object. Consider the case where we approximate each ridge or valley segment by a curve and the peaks or pits by a point; the distance and orientation between these skeletal representations of the segments provide a useful representation of the object. This representational strategy is limited by the ability of these landmarks to differentiate models in the database of interest. One example where this skeletal representation might not be useful is if two objects contain the same ridge, valley, peak, and pit relationships, such as two dolls whose articulation and joints are the same, but the facial and body features are slightly different. In our database, the objects largely contain very different ridge, peak, and pit relationships. We have found that a skeletal representation and relationships to be too unreliable to use as a representational strategy. Instead, we will use the region based ridge, valley, peak, pit detection as a representational method to generate our object identity and pose hypotheses.
The segmentation system we employ uses the basic surface classifications given by Koenderink 10 ( Table 1 ). The five basic classes shown in Figure 2 (c) divide the surface into regions of similar surface shape. The shape classes we are most interested in are convex ellipsoid, concave ellipsoid, and saddle regions. The curvature estimation and classifications for these regions can be reliably detected 12 , for the high curvature regions for which we require that both principal curvatures be large in magnitude. Upon inspection of curvature results of several models and range images, we noticed that significant ridges and creases in the object briefly transition through convex or concave cylinder classified surface regions. In order to obtain a surface segment that an observer would classify as a connected region, we are going to allow convex ellipsoid, concave ellipsoid and saddle regions to absorb the less reliable convex, concave cylindrical surface areas. Hence, segments that start out describing homogeneous convex ellipsoid regions will be allowed to absorb convex cylindrical regions, while concave ellipsoidal segments will be absorb into concave cylindrical regions. For segments who describe homogeneous saddle regions will be allowed to absorb both convex and concave cylindrical regions.
The following gives an outline of the segmentation algorithm.
• Mark vertices whose curvedness C is greater than a predetermined threshold T h. Then classify these high curvature vertices by Koenderink's 10 shape classes given by the shape index value S using the decision regions given in Table 1 . • Sort the high curvature vertices by the curvedness C value in descending order. Remove those vertices whose shape class is convex or concave cylinder.
• Starting from the highest curved vertex, grow connected segments of uniform surface class (convex, concave ellipsoid and saddle). The segments are allowed to grow into regions classified as either convex or concave cylinder. As an example, a segment that was seeded by a convex ellipsoid vertex is allowed to grow into convex cylinder vertices, while concave ellipsoid seeded segments can grow into concave cylinder vertices, and saddle seeded segments can grow into both concave and convex cylinder vertices.
• Sort the segments by surface area in descending order. The larger segments are more likely to appear.
• Remove any segments whose surface area does not exceed 25mm
2 . Small segments can occur due to noise in the measurements of the object's surface. The density of the surface samples in a given region on an object's surface can vary dramatically from the model to a single view ( Figure 4) . Hence, the calculation of statistics for the segments on either the range image mesh or the model mesh are always referred to the surface area. Take, for example, the approximation of the location of the object. One could use the average vertex value to estimate the location of the segment, but this estimate will vary based on the distribution of the vertex samples for the segment. A better estimate would be to take into consideration the amount of surface area the vertex represents on the object's surface. This can be calculated using Voronoi diagrams 13 to partition the surface into cells that represent all the locations on the surface closest to the given vertex. The surface area of the cells gives a good estimate of the amount of surface area represented by a given vertex on the polygonal mesh.
Several statistics are calculated to summarize and prioritize the segments. First, the surface area is used to rank the largest segments with the highest priority considering they describe a rather large connected surface region of high curvature. These segments are more likely to appear in a range view of the same object even in the presence of occlusion because of their size. Then, the area-normalized shape index and area-normalized curvedness are calculated. Let S i be a segment and V = {v k : k = 1 . . . N } be a list of vertices in the segment, where N is the number of vertices in the segment. Each vertex in the segment has associated with it a region of the surface of the object it approximates using the Voronoi diagrams mentioned above and the surface area of that region for each vertex is denoted as {a k : k = 1 . . . N }. Then the area-normalized shape index for the segment is: Free-form 3D Object Recognition 11
and the area-normalized curvedness is given by
These measures will be used in hypothesis generation to determine the similarity between segments in an effort to prune the search for valid hypotheses.
(a) (b) During recognition, we wish to hypothesize the identity and pose of objects in a range image. To do this, we will be utilizing a discriminatory model database of polygonal CAD models of the objects we expect to see. Part of building this discriminatory model database is to segment the polygonal objects to mark the regions of high curvature that have uniform surface shape. When a similar segmentation is obtained from a range image, the segments appearing in the image will likely be subsets of the segments found on the polygonal model. This is a result of object self-occlusion and object-to-object occlusion that may be present in the scene. In addition to the absence of segments, the range image segments may also be smaller than the original segments on the model. Figure 5 shows the segments found on the toy cow model and the segments found on a range image of the toy cow. Because of object self-occlusion or object-to-object occlusion, only portions of some of the segments present on the polygonal CAD model may be visible to the range scanner. For example, the large segment between the front legs of the toy cow ( Figure 5 (a)) appears as only a small segment in the range image segmentation ( Figure 5 (b)). The higher level of noise present in the range images can also cause changes between range image and model surface segments. An example of this can be seen on the tail of the toy cow. In Figure 5 (b), we can see the segment covering the tail is split into three segments; compared to the single segment in shown in Figure  5 (a) or 3(b). The error was cause by a classification of the crease in the tail as a strict saddle region instead of a convex cylinder as in the model.
Due to the presence of occlusion and noise, any recognition algorithm that utilizes this segmentation technique cannot rely on recovering exactly the same segments. To handle this uncertainty we will be splitting up our segments up into smaller sub-segments we will be calling segment elements (Denoted as SE j ). To do this we will again rank the vertices by their curvedness, but this time we will do it on a segment by segment basis. So for each segment we will sort the vertices in descending curvedness order and grow segment elements.
The following gives an outline of the segment element subdivision algorithm.
• For each segment sort the high curvature vertices by the curvedness C value in descending order.
• Starting from the highest curved vertex grow contiguous segment elements until the segment element covers at least 25mm 2 surface area or cannot be grown any more. Once a segment element has covered the minimum surface area its growth is stopped and another segment element is started at the next highest curved vertex that has not been included in a segment element. This is continued until all the vertices that are a part of a segment have been assigned to a segment element.
• The segment elements SE j in a segment S i are ordered based on their surface area. The segments that have a surface area below 25mm 2 are merged into a neighboring segment element. Merging priority is given to the smallest segment elements to avoid a single segment from getting too large. The segment elements obtained from the subdivision algorithm can vary between model and range image for the same object, but in general they are very similar due to the structure of the high curvature regions. When we utilize the segment elements in the following sections, we will be mindful of the differences that can be present in the subdivision of the segments (between range image and model). Due to the locality of the segment elements, we will calculate location and orientation measures to provide some more geometric information about the relationships among the segment elements. These measures are in addition to the area-normalized shape index and curvedness described for segments and calculated in the same way for segment elements. The orientation and location are again calculated using a normalization based on surface area associated with each vertex in Free-form 3D Object Recognition 13 a segment element:
N is the number of vertices in the segment element and N (v k ) the normal at vertex v k .
Hypothesis Generation
The hypothesis generation procedure determines likely model pose estimates to explain the observed data in the range image. Our procedure for the generation of the hypotheses uses the segments' shape indices SI and areas to determine segment similarity. Then, using segment to segment correspondences to limit search, sets of consistent segment element pairs and triples are formed. The set of segment element triples are used with a pose clustering technique to produce sets of pose consistent segment element triples. These sets enumerate the hypotheses to be verified. Dorai and Jain's system 5 , cited earlier in the context of curvature measures, employs a view-dependent representation of free-form objects for recognition. Their system (named COSMOS, for 'Curvedness-Orientation-Shape Map On Sphere') uses a histogram of shape index values (called 'shape spectra') to characterize the surface curvature of a view, and candidate histograms are matched using moments. The system builds up an object database made up of many views of each object to be recognized. To reduce the complexity of the search, views of an object are grouped based on their similarity into clusters. Then for each cluster a prototype shape spectral histogram is found using averaging. The process to match a scene shape spectra histogram with the database first matches the scene with each cluster's prototype. Then the top n clusters that match well with the scene are examined to find which views in the clusters best match the scene. The view that best matches the scene identifies the object and pose.
Before we enter into a discussion about hypothesis generation, we define and clarify some notation. First denote:
as the set of range segments, model segments, range segment elements, and model segments elements respectively, where N s is the number of range segments, N s(m) is the number of model segments for model m and M is the number of models, N se(i) is the number of range segment elements for segment S i and N se(j, m) is Quantization Index and Shape Description SI Index Range the number of model segment elements for model segment S j (m). In the previous section we defined several properties for the segments and segment elements. These segment properties are denoted as follows:
• S i .C the curvedness density as given by Eq. 8, • S i .SI the shape index density as given by Eq. 7,
• and S i .area the area of the segment, comparable attributes for the segment elements are:
• SE a .C the area-normalized curvedness,
• SE a .SI the area-normalized shape index, • SE a .area the area of the segment element, • SE a .L the area-normalized location as given by Eq. 9, and • SE a . O the area-normalized orientation as given by Eq. 10.
The segments often represent large areas in the image and on the model; thus, if a region in the range image does not correspond to a large region in a model it will prune a fair amount of the model surface area from being matched in a hypothesis. This is done by first quantizing the segment's shape index value into a discrete set of classes. Experimentally we preferred to use more classes than listed in Table 1 . For each segment we quantized into seven classes given by Table 2 .
The quantized shape index value is denoted by S i .SIQ for the range segments and S j (m).SIQ for the model segments. Correspondence between S i .SIQ and S j (m).SIQ is determined by a similarity map given in Table 3 . The table implies that for range segments whose shape index quantization value is S i .SIQ = 1, then it is similar to model segments with quantized shape indices S j (M ).SIQ = 0, 1, or 2. The "fuzziness" in the similarity criterion takes into consideration the noise present in the range images and the imprecision of the segmentation algorithm.
For a range segment S i and model segment S j (m) to be considered similar, S i .SIQ must map to S j (m).SIQ and the area of the range segment must be less than S i .Area < S j (m).Area + 25mm 2 , where 25mm 2 is a under-segmentation area bound on the range image segments. Typically, the range image segments include only part of the surface area covered by the corresponding model segments because of occlusion and noise. Occasionally we did notice that some range segments were larger in area than their corresponding model segments. This resulted from errors in the calculation of the curvature near object borders.
For each range segment, we obtain a set of corresponding model segments
The corresponding sets Once the list SC of corresponding sets has been found, further analysis is applied to the segment elements of the corresponding sets to determine a geometrically consistent set of segment element matches. The first step is to determine a good set of segment element pairs in the range image. These seed pairs are defined as a pair of segment elements in a segment that are the farthest distance apart
This is done for every segment to produce a set of seed pairs
The set of maximum separated segment elements were chosen to limit the number of similar pairs that are found in the object models (thus improving the pair's saliency), and to ensure more stable estimates of object pose. Both of these reasons are important for the correct identification and location of the object models in the range image. For a seed pair, we compute
the distance between the pairs and
the angle between the orientation of the segment elements.
The search for similar model pairs will use the list of SC i (m) corresponding range to model segments to limit the number of model segment elements. For each SP i , the algorithm searches through the model segment elements SE u (j, m) where S j (m) is a segment in SC i (m). During the search, the algorithm finds all model segment pairs denoted by
where the pair's distance and orientation between segment elements agree Each segment element pair can be used to define a local coordinate system using the line between the segment elements and the orientation directions. The coordinate system for a seed pair is given by {SP i . x, SP i . y, SP i . z} where:
is the vector connecting the two segment elements in the pair normalized to unit length. Let
be the area-normalized the orientation of the two segment elements. The areanormalized orientation and the line connecting the two segments are not necessarily orthogonal. To obtain an orthonormal coordinate system we will use the GramSchmidt orthonormalization procedure, yielding:
The final component of the local coordinate system is obtained from the crossproduct: The origin of this coordinate system is defined as the midpoint of the line connecting the segment elements:
This procedure is duplicated for each of the seed pairs SP i ∈ SP and model pairs P t (j, m) ∈ PM. Each P t (j, m) model pair in PM i gives two possible pose transformations to align the local coordinate system given by the seed pair SP i , because it is unknown whether SE a (i) corresponds to SE u (j, m) or SE v (j, m). Without a strong correspondence measure, it is unknown if SP i . x corresponds to P t (j, m). x or −P t (j, m). x in the model coordinate system. So far we have been using a weak shape and area based similarity measure to match range and model segments. Then we define a set of seed pairs SP using the range image segments and searched through the model database for similar model pairs based on binary distance and orientation constraints. Each pair contains enough information to recover a local coordinate system that could be used to estimate the pose transformation between the object models and the range image. Unfortunately, many surfaces and segments look very similar to one another in our database, so the number of hypotheses that need to be examined can be large. To begin to differentiate among the models we will examine the relationships between surface segments. This will be done by forming a triple of segment elements from the seed pairs and a segment element from another segment in the range image.
For scenes that contain only one object, this third segment will complete a triple of segment elements that can be searched for in our model database. If the model contains a triple with the same distribution of point locations and surface normal distributions, then this is a strong indication that the range to model triple match may produce a good estimate of the object pose. If the triple is not found, then the range to model pair match is rejected as a possible pose hypothesis. The search for the third segment element in the model data will prune the list of possible seed (range) to model pairs PM. If our scene contains only one object, we could pick one such range image triple to prune our search and identify object model and pose. This approach was taken by Chua and Jarvis 4 . When more than one object model is present in the scene, we do not know if a particular pair of segments S i and S k and their corresponding segment elements that form the triple (SE a (i), SE b (i), SE c (k)) will lie on the same object without prior knowledge. To address this issue, we will encode all possible range segment pairs for each segment S i , some of which will describe pairs of segments on the same object and some that will bridge between two objects.
For a pair of range segments S i and S k the seed pair SP i defines two of the segment elements for a triple. The third segment element SE c (k) is chosen to maximize the area of the triangle formed by the triple
The larger triangles will minimize the error in the registration estimation method.
Denote the seed triples for the range image by:
where SP i = (SE a (i), SE b (i)) is the seed pair for segment S i .
Next we wish to search the model database for similar triples. To do this we will be using predictions for the location of a third model segment elementL based on the distribution of the triples in the range image (SE a (j), SE b (j), SE c (k)) and the local coordinate systems defined by the seed pair {SP i . x, SP i . y, SP i . z} and the corresponding model pairs {P t (j, m). x, P t (j, m). y, P t (j, m). z}.
The prediction ofL andL for a seed triple (SE a (i), SE b (i), SE c (k)) and a model pair P t (j, m) are given by the following formulas defining the transformation between coordinate systems. Let
be matrices containing the axis vectors of the coordinate system from the seed pair and the model pair and
be the other possible coordinate system for the model pair match, recalling that there is some ambiguity in the correspondence between the segmentation elements. Then the matrices R = Γ m Γ r , R = Γ m Γ r define the possible rotation components of the transformation between the range image to the model coordinate system. The complete transformations of the predicted segment element locations are: and the orientation similarity constraint
are satisfied. The similarity thresholds Dt = 7mm and Ot = π 6 are larger than (Dp, Op) to accommodate compounding of error from the pair matches. The set Each element in T M contains a possible pose hypothesis for an object in the range image. The enumeration of T M hypothesis are created under the assumption that occlusion and multiple objects are present in the image, there will be pose hypotheses in the set that are redundant (i.e., they hypothesize the same object and pose). When an object contains multiple segments on its surface the seed triples that utilize those segments should find similar model triples on the correct model all producing essentially the same model pose estimate for the range image. To identify these redundancies we will use pose clustering to determine sets of consistent pose triples. The clustering is first done on the rotational pose, then on the translation. For each triple match (ST i,k , T j,l (m) in T M the transformation between the model coordinate system to the range image is given by: Table 4 . Icosahedron Subdivision Parameters. The angle between neighboring viewpoints for the specified subdivision frequency gives a measure of the density of the sampling with respect to the degree of separation between viewpoints.
.L 3 where the centers of the triples define the location used to define the local coordinate system origins. For each hypothesis, the model's viewpoint can be determined by:
T the product of the rotation matrix for the hypothesis and the z vector. This value gives the location of the rotational pose of the model in the model's viewspace as defined by the viewsphere. For hypotheses whose pose is consistent, their viewpoints must be close to one another indicating that they are estimating similar model viewing directions. The viewpoint does not quantify the entire rotational pose of the hypothesis, but is sufficient to determine pose within a rotation about the viewing direction if hypotheses are rotationally consistent. To cluster the rotational pose space we will use an l = 2 subdivision of the icosahedron (Table 4) to generate a discrete sphere whose vertices are approximately 30 degrees apart. The Voronoi tessellation of the sphere defines the bins we will use to cluster the hypothesis viewpoints VP. This can be done by using a simple nearest point clustering algorithm to determine which vertex on the discrete sphere is closest to the hypothesis viewpoint. The discrete sphere in effect quantizes our viewspace into coarse viewing directions separated by approximately 30 degrees. In order to handle the case where a consistent set of hypotheses are clustered near the Voronoi tessellation cell boundaries, we use the vertices of the Voronoi tessellation to define a new set of bins. The vertices of the Voronoi tessellation are located at the center of the faces defined by the l = 2 subdivision discrete viewsphere. The Voronoi tessellation bins define a redundant quantization of the viewspace whose decision boundaries are the original tessellation (a Delaunay tringulation) of the viewsphere.
Each hypothesis in T M associated with model m has its pose estimate quantized using both the Delaunay and Voronoi vertex quantizers. The set of triple matches that fall into a single bin are considered consistent with respect to the model viewpoint. Once the pose hypotheses have been tested for consistency, we search through the viewpoint consistent hypotheses to determine yet another set of translational pose consistent hypotheses. This is done by hierarchically clustering the viewpoint consistent hypotheses until the clusters average translation centers are more than D cluster distance apart. Currently D cluster = 12mm for our tests and database. The hierarchical clustering technique results in a group of consistent hypotheses that are all in the same model viewpoint quantizer bin and whose pose translation estimates are within at least 12mm of one another. Denote a set of consistent triple matches as
Each set of pose consistent triple matches PC g (m) form a hypothesis for object location and orientation in the range image. For each hypothesis the list of range segments used in the hypothesis are found, and are denoted by
This list is then used to determine how much range image surface area the segments used in the hypothesis represent. The pose consistent triples are then prioritized by their total range segment surface area. The hypothesis with the largest range segment surface area will be verified first, considering it is trying to explain the most area in the range image and is likely to be an object rather than a random patchwork of segments from several objects.
To review, the hypothesis generation procedure contains the following steps:
(1) Generate a set of consistent range image segment to model segment list SC. 
Verification
The PC hypotheses are trying to explain a range image of a scene denoted by S. contains possible matches between range image segments and model segments and estimates on a model pose to align those segments. The list is ordered based on the range image segment surface area covered by each hypothesis which gives a good indication of the strength of the hypothesis in explaining the data. In our preliminary experimentation, we found that in most cases the correct hypotheses were near the top of the prioritized list PC. In single object cases, often the highest prioritized hypothesis was correct. This is comforting, considering the verification of a hypothesis is a computationally expensive procedure. The hypothesis PC g (m) may contain multiple sets of corresponding triples (ST i,k , T j,l (m)) each of which contains a pose estimate. A combined pose estimate is found using Horn's closed form 9 quanternion solution to the corresponding point set registration problem. For a triple match in a hypothesis the segment elements
define the point correspondences between the range image and the model. Then by using all the triple matches a list of point matches are formed
where N p is the number of corresponding points and x i represents segment element locations SE a (i).L from the range image and p i represents the corresponding segment element location SE u (j, m).L on the model. Using Besl's notation 2 for Horn's method 9 the transformation (R, T) that minimizes the error
between corresponding points x i and p i is given by the following formalization. Let
denote the sample average for the respective point sets. The covariance matrix of the points sets is denoted by Define a column vector
The covariance matrix is used to form a 4 × 4 symmetric matrix
I where I is a 3×3 identity matrix. The eigenvector q R = (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 )
T corresponding to the minimum eigenvector of Q(Σ px ) defines the optimal rotation. The 3 × 3 rotation matrix is given by
Finally the optimal translation vector is found by
This least squares solution to the corresponding point registration problem forms the backbone of Besl and McKay's iterated closest point (ICP) registration algorithm 2 . To determine the overlap between the range image and the model, we use synthetic rendering techniques. The overlap helps to identify those portions of the range image S that are explained by model hypothesis PC g (m). This allows us to remove these portions from consideration when weaker hypotheses are verified. Up to this point, the system could only recover the highly curved regions that the hypothesis was built upon. Denote the synthetic range image of S as S synth . Denote the synthetic range image of the model hypothesis PC g (m) as m synth .
To determine the overlap, we first recover an initial pose transformation between the hypothesized model and the range image. For a hypothesis PC g (m), the locations of the corresponding segment elements CORR P oints can be used to define an initial pose transformation (R, T) between the model m and the range image S. To facilitate the search of the range image S and model surfaces we will convert the problem into an image domain, where indexing over the surface can be done using an image grid, instead of a discrete organized sampling of the surface given by the polyhedral model. This conversion also allows us to sample both the range image S and model m at the same x, y coordinates. The conversion is accomplished by using synthetic rendering techniques to produce a synthetic range images at a given resolution. The result is a synthetic range image S synth of S and a synthetic range image m synth of the proposed model PC g (m). To determine the overlap we compare the z distances between the synthetic images (S synth , m synth ) for every pixel in the images. If the distance is within 5mm we consider the surfaces to be sufficiently close to be considered overlapping.
The conversion to the synthetic range images has an additional benefit. These new images contain a rich structure where closest point correspondence search can be performed efficiently. Traditionally, the slowest part of an ICP pose refinement step is computation of the closest correspondence point pairs. The speed of an ICP step has been increased by use of a more efficient search techniques such as the k-D tree. In our case, both point sets are in an image structure, where the samples are in a rectangular grid. With this structure, it is reasonable to assume that the closest pixel to S synth (i, j) in the synthetic range image of the model m synth is limited to a small rectangular region around m synth (i, j). To be safe, we are setting the search regions to be 11 × 11 pixels around the corresponding pixel location. Use of the synthetic images (S synth , m synth ) to determine corresponding points has resulted in ten fold decrease in processing time needed to complete an ICP step (the ten fold decrease was measured from the previously implemented unorganized nearest neighbor search).
The ICP process continues until the difference in registration error
between successive steps of the ICP algorithm falls below 0.05mm or 11 iterations have been executed. After the ICP algorithm exits, the refined pose estimate is used to transform the model into the range image S coordinate system. A new synthetic range image m sf inal of the model is generated and compared with the synthetic range image S synth of the scene. The overlap is determined and the average z distance between overlap pixels determines the verification error V erErr for the hypothesis PC g (m). If the verification error falls below an acceptance threshold T accept the hypothesis is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Currently, the acceptance threshold is T accept = 3mm. When a hypothesis has been accepted, the range image segments are checked to see how well they fit to the accepted model's surface. If the error between the range segments vertices and the model m is small then the segment is considered part of the model. Most of these range segments are given by the list S(PC g (m)) of range segments for the hypothesis; however, due to noise and imperfections in segmentation, some of them may have been excluded from the hypothesis. The set of range segments that fit well to the model are removed from all the hypotheses in PC. The removal of the range segments may leave a hypothesis with no triples, indicating that the hypothesis was attempting to explain data already explained by other hypotheses. The hypotheses still containing some range segments are re-prioritized based on their new total range segment surface areas. Then the next highest priority hypothesis is verified. This continues until all the range segments have been verified by a hypothesis or there are no more hypotheses left to be verified ( Figure 7) . Table 5 . The number of vertices, edges and polygons for the models in the 10 object database.
Experiments
Our test database of objects consisted of 10 3D polygonal mesh models of toys ( Figure 8 ). These object models were generated using the Minolta Vivid 700 noncontact 3D digitizer and Minolta's model building software 11 from physical protoypes. The models' polygon counts are listed in Table 5 . The same sensor is used to test the recognition methods. The system was tested on a set of 10 range images with each range image containing two objects from our database. The test images are shown in the (a) and (c) sub-figures for Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. To capture the images shown, the objects were placed on a turntable and imaged using the Minolta sensor. The images are then stored and loaded into a range editing tool to remove the turntable surfaces from the image (in the future, this step could be automated considering the turntable's surfaces are at a known location and are planar).
The turntable surfaces were removed to eliminate the surface interaction between the object boundaries and the turntable. The creases formed from these two separate surfaces (object and turntable) introduce a highly curved region that does not lie on a single object, rather it results form the interaction between two objects. These highly curved regions (that ultimately result in no object matches) will only add to the computational burden of identifying the real objects. So we chose to pre-mark the turntable pixels as background in order to remove them from consideration as part of an object in our database.
The object scenes contain both object-to-object occlusion and object self occlusion. An example of object-to-object occlusion is shown in Figure 10 surfaces of an object. In addition to self-shadowing, another source of structured error in the range data is the blooming of an object surface at concave ridges. This can be clearly seen on the range image of the rubber duck around the neck ( Figure  10 (c) ). These errors distort the surface information available to our recognition technique and introduce false curvature segment types that diverge from the true types in the database. Even in the presence of such missing and erroneous data, our system has shown success at matching objects.
Images depicting the recognition results can be found in the (b) and (d) subfigures of the range images shown in Figures 10, 11 (d) sub-figures, the original image is displayed with the detected objects in their recovered pose. The original objects are shown in light gray while the recovered models are shown in dark gray. The images depict the ability of the recognition system to recover both the object's identity and its pose in the range image's coordinate system. The objects whose surfaces seem sort of a patch work of gray and dark gray surfaces typically show a good quality registration result. These patchwork surfaces result from an intermittent classification of the nearest surface in the rendering software. Since both the range image representation of the model and the model's surfaces are close together, they will both appear at various locations due to noise and minor registration error. The registration error is also given for each correct detection and is listed as a column in Table 6 . The results listed in the Figures 10, 11 , 12, 13, and 14 are obtained using a high curvature detection threshold of T h = 0.1; this corresponds to a radius of curvature of 10mm. All the other thresholds and values are as given in the discussion of the
Stage
Average time
Range to Model Segment Correspondence SC 0.011 sec Matching seed pairs to corresponding model pairs PM 0.151 sec Matching seed triples to corresponding model triples T M 9.397 sec Pose clustering to determine pose consistent triples PC 3.10 sec Table 7 . Timing result averages for the various stages of the hypothesis generation process. Timing results found using a Pentium II 450Mhz PC.
techniques (Section 3, 4, 5). The choice of the high curvature region detection threshold was made based on examination of objects with rich shape variations (cow, dinosaurs, and crocodile). These objects contain a rich set of ridges, bumps and pits that were successfully detected using the curvature threshold set at 0.1. As the threshold is moved beyond this point, more and more of the object's surfaces are included. The more surface area that is considered to be highly curved, the slower our algorithm will run. The slower run times occur because of the increased number of segment elements that have to be searched in the hypothesis generation process. The larger number of segment elements do not necessarily mean an increased chance of detection for an object which already contains a rich segmentation. Only in one instance did the recognition technique fail for these objects at this curvature threshold. This case is shown in Figure 10 (b) where the red dinosaur is not detected. For the other objects in the database, the curvature threshold may not bring out enough descriptive regions on the object to correctly identify them.
To highlight the subjectiveness of the high curvature threshold we have included segmentations from four of the range images ( Figure 9 ). The images show the various curvature segments in different colors (or shades of gray). The images show that for some of the objects (like the apple and the whale), very little surface area is labeled as highly curved. This yields only a few descriptive features for the hypothesis generation technique to utilize and determine its uniqueness. Currently, our algorithm needs at least two segments to generate a triple and a possible hypothesis for the object. In order to better handle these less curved objects the threshold for high curvature regions should adaptively change to the curvature content of the object or a fixed set of interesting curvature scales should be applied. We prefer the latter due to the high scales being selective for some of the objects and less computationally expensive to match, while the lower curvature scales could be used to recover the objects with lower curvature content after removal of the more highly curved objects.
Some timing results for the various stages of our recognition system are shown in Tables 7 and 8 . These tests were run on a Micron Pentium II 450Mhz based PC under the Windows NT 4.0 operating system. In Table 7 time for the various stages of the hypothesis generation procedures averaged over all the test images. From the table, we can see that matching of the seed triples to consistent model triples took the most time (9.39 seconds). Table 8 , shows the time taken to complete the hypothesis generation and object verification stages for every range image. The large variation in the verification stage completion time results from the differing number of hypotheses generated from the images and the priority of the correct hypotheses in PC. The image of the toy Po doll and apple ( Figure 12 (a) ) took the most time to complete the recognition procedure. In this case, the verification stage iterated through 37 hypotheses before the Po doll was verified, and then iterated through the rest of the remaining hypotheses before determining that none of them explained the apple. This exhaustive search required before rejecting all the explanations is very time consuming. When we examine the hypotheses rejected before the correct Po doll hypothesis is examined, we find that the list contained many hypotheses of the correct model, but for similar poses to the one that was finally accepted. These other Po doll hypotheses were rejected because the verification error V erErr was too high to yield high confidence in the match. The priorities of all of these Po doll hypotheses are essentially the same since they cover the same high curved range image surface area. It might be possible to speed up the time to recognize and verify objects by ranking the hypotheses for an object based on an initial range image to model error. The initial error measure should place the correct hypothesis before the others even in the presence of similar range image surface area. The recognition result shown in Figure 13 (b) show a case of two false alarms. In this cases an incorrect object was matched to portions of a range image and accepted based on the magnitude of the verification error V erErr between the range image and the proposed models. The whale and lamb hypotheses were accepted because in their proposed locations they approximate the surfaces of the rubber duck in the range image S. The surface are not exact matches because in both cases the hypothesis verification error is near the decision boundary for verification.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have suggested and demonstrated a new local feature based recognition technique for free-form objects. This method utilizes the surface structure in the highly curved regions of the objects to determine whether an object is present in an image and, if so, where it is located. The algorithm is built upon an initial surface segmentation to select and classify the highly curved regions of the images and object models. These large uniform surface type segments are divided up into much smaller segments called segment elements. The segment elements then define a basic unit of the surface that will be used in the hypothesis generation stages of the method.
The hypothesis generation procedure was created to exploit the structure of the highly curved regions of the object's surfaces and to prune the search process. This method uses a coarse classification of segment type to limit the search through the highly curved regions. Next the system used a pairwise binary constraint to form likely model and pose estimates. These pairwise matches are not descriptive enough and result in far too many equally likely hypotheses. To prune the search and to add some segment to segment structure information, a triple is formed between two segments. The triples reduce the number of possible pose hypotheses adding additional surface structure. Pose clustering is then used to discover the redundancy in the pose estimates of the triples. Triples of consistent pose are then ranked based on their range segment surface area. The hypotheses with the highest range image surface area are verified first. A hypothesis is verified if the registration error between the range segments and the model are below a threshold after Besl and McKay's iterated closest point pose refinement algorithm has been run.
The experiments suggest that the following improvements can be made to the recognition system.
(1) Once an object has been verified, the pixels that are consistent with the model should be removed from further consideration. (2) A multi-scale technique should be used to improve the recognition of less highly curved objects. 
